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so frequently is this so, that the introvert might easily
be described as late in maturing. Such a superficial
judgment, however, wholly ignores the fact that the
infantilism of the seemingly early matured and outwardly
differentiated extravert is simply within, in his relation to
his inner world, In the early matured extravert this fact
is only subsequently revealed, in some moral immaturity,
for instance, or, as is • so often the case, in an astonishing
infantilism of thought
As a rule, the romantic has more favourable oppor-
tunities for development and growth than the classic, a
fact which Ostwald justly observes. He makes a visible
and convincing appearance before his public, allowing his
personal importance to be recognized immediately through
his external reactions, In this way many valuable
relations arc quickly established, which enrich his work
and give breadth (p. 374) to its development
The classic, on the other hand, remains hidden; his
lack of personal relations limits any extension of his
sphere of work, but thereby his activity gains in depth and
his labour has lasting value.
Both types possess enthusiasm, but, while that which
fills the extravert's heart overflows from his mouth, the
introvert's lips are sealed by the enthusiasm that moves
him within. Kindling no flame of enthusiasm in the world
about him, he even lacks a circle of colleagues of equal
calibre. Even had he, too, the impelling desire to impart
his knowledge, his laconic expression, as also the mystified
lack of comprehension it produces in his public, would
deter him from further communications; for it very
frequently happens that no one believes he has anything
extraordinary to give. His expression, his 'personality1
appear commonplace to the superficial judgment, while not
infrequently the romantic immediately appears 'interesting'
and understands the art of* encouraging this impression by

